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Testimony: Floating Homes on TVA Reservoirs – September 2016

I am Laura Anne Sneed, I live in Cherokee, NC and I am the co founder of Fontana Families for Floating
Houses. My husband Erik and I created the group to support the rights of all floating homeowners and
we are also members of the Tennessee Valley Floating Homes Alliance (TVFHA). Both groups were
formed in 2016 to oppose the TVA’s sunset provision on all floating homes.

In 2014, my family purchased our first pre 1978 non navigable boathouse on Fontana Lake. We
promptly transferred ownership and my husband applied for the TVA Section 26a permit. That fall it was
granted and we spent that winter completely remodeling the home. The summer of 2015 we enjoyed it
with our family, friends and children. At the time I was pregnant with our second son, so we opted to
purchase a second pre 1978 non navigable boathouse to accommodate our expanding family. Together
my husband and I have two young boys and he has two grown children from a previous marriage. Like
our first home my husband promptly applied for our 26a permit, received it shortly after (See Appendix
A) and we worked that winter to remodel the home.

In February of 2016 TVA officials announced they were recommending to TVA’s Board of Directors
(Board) that they adopt so called “Alternative B2 “from the list of options outlined in their recently
completed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Alternative B2 included a “sunset” provision which
required the involuntary removal of all floating homes from TVA’s reservoirs within 20 years. TVA’s
Board subsequently adopted Alternative B2 as its new policy on May 5, 2016, with the caveat that the
sunset would be extended to 30 years. TVA’s action would eventually force 1,838 floating homes of the
lakes, including the 918 non navigable boathouses that were permitted and had been previously
grandfathered since 1978. I was completely shocked and devastated as I never imagined we would lose
our floating homes, especially since we followed the rules, paid $1,000 in fees and received Section 26a
permits from the TVA.

On May 5, 2016 the TVA board ultimately voted for a 30 year sunset. Despite the ten year increase, the
financial and emotional impacts have been felt immediately. This decision has created pain and anxiety
for so many people; people that are United States Citizens with varying income levels, races, ages,
sexual orientation and political party affiliations. These homeowners are not only from North Carolina
and Tennessee, but also live and travel from Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia. On Fontana Lake many homeowners are also
enrolled members of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, including my husband and our children.

Prior to marrying my husband and moving to the Cherokee Indian Reservation, I was a girl from
Minnesota that grew up with priceless memories of spending time with family and friends at various
lakes. All I wanted was for my children and future grandchildren to have similar life experiences. Due to
the land restrictions at Fontana Lake, buying a modest lake shore cabin wasn’t an option for us. Fontana
is mostly surrounded by United States Forest Service lands and the Great Smoky Mountains National
Park. The only accessible and desirable private lake front property is extremely expensive. These floating
homes afford everyday people the ability to enjoy the lake regardless of their income status. The
floating home community is a unique collection of owners, including an EMS worker, a North Carolina
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State Trooper, a registered nurse, a school bus driver, a chemical engineer, a college professor, Tribal
employees of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, retirees, numerous former members of the United
States Military, and many others.

Following the sunset ruling, homeowners were suddenly faced with the reality that their floating homes
would be worth as little as half the value they were the previous summer. New buyers aren’t interested
in investing in a floating home at previous market values that will continue to decrease in value as it gets
closer to the sunset and will then ultimately have to be destroyed and removed at their own cost.

In addition to the proposed sunset, the TVA is developing new regulations and fee structures for the
floating houses. As responsible homeowners and frequent users of the lake, many of us are not against
reasonable regulations. I am a Certified Interior Designer (MN #C02400) who focuses on commercial
construction and my husband is a NASCLA Certified General Contractor (NC #7476). Together we own a
design firm and a construction services business. We understand and agree with the need for codes and
regulations for the health, welfare and safety of the public. As long as the regulations are based on
reasonable standards and are achievable we support the TVA in this effort.

Along with an initial permitting fee of five hundred dollars ($500), the TVA has proposed a potential fee
of fifty cents (.50¢) per square foot on all non permitted homes and possibly on permitted homes that
have been modified over the years. Although our homes were previously permitted I am going to use
them as an example:

Our Current Costs
Swain County Taxes = approximately .0036 X tax value = $142.20 in 2016 to Swain County, NC
Pump Contract = $100 per year = $200.00 for 2 homes per year to the marina
Alarka Dock Mooring Fees = $75.00 per month = $1800.00 for 2 homes per year to the marina
Sub Total = $2142.20 in annual fees and taxes
_____________________________________________________________________________________
New proposed TVA annual Fee
Home 3F 502 = Approximately 819 SF x .50 cents = $409.50 per year
Home 3F 430 = Approximately 1,320 SF x .50 cents = $660.00 per year
Sub Total = $1069.50 per year to the TVA
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Grand Total with New proposed TVA fees = $3,211.70 in annual fees and taxes

The TVA proposed fees represent a 50% increase in our current cost to legally moor the homes in the
marina. The fee is also 7.5 times what we pay in annual taxes. I ask what services the TVA will be
providing to justify charging that amount of money annually? With mooring fees you get a space and a
marina operator to manage your home as the lake levels rise and drop. With taxes you get the use of
emergency services, roads and garbage disposal at the local dump. With the pump contract your raw
sewage is properly removed and disposed of. These costs also don’t include the cost to moor a boat at a
marina ($400 per season at Alarka Boat Dock), which is necessary to get to and from our floating homes,
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nor do these costs include the fuel required for transportation and any other maintenance costs or
insurance premiums home owners may have.

I hope the TVA will be reasonable in their fees and only charge what is minimally necessary, in order to
not prematurely remove people from the lake. Sometimes I believe the perception is that floating
homeowners are “rich” or wealthy. In many cases, this could not be further from the truth. In Swain
County, North Carolina there are 171 houseboats and according to the county tax office, the taxable
value is $3,537,626.00. That averages out to only $20,687.87 per floating home.

At a meeting with floating homeowners on August 25, 2016, the TVA staff revealed they are projecting
to lose up to 20% to 30% of the homes after all the proposed regulations and fees go into effect. That’s
between 360 to 550 families who would lose their little piece of the American dream. Admittedly there
are some homes on Fontana Lake that have been abandoned for years and need to be removed, but the
majority are owned and loved by hard working families and retirees.

With the loss of floating homes, there is going to be a significant negative impact on local marinas. On
Fontana the Alarka Boat Dock, Prince Boat Dock and Crisp Boat Dock all rely heavily on the income
generated from floating homeowners. According to Alarka Boat Dock owner Tony Sherrill, up to 50% of
their revenue is generated solely by the floating homeowners that utilize their services. Without this
source of income, paired with the extreme annual drawdown of Fontana Lake (Approximately 60’+ in
the Fall/Winter) which puts the marina and many homes on the ground for several months, these family
owned and operated businesses may not be able to diversify and survive. Without these marinas, the
already limited lake access will significantly decrease and that will be a huge detriment to the public.

Another consideration on Fontana Lake are the many floating home owners who are also descendants
of families who lost property to the TVA when they created the reservoir in the 1940’s. Despite the
years, the wounds of that land grab are still very raw and this newest “taking” is adding insult to injury
to the citizens of Graham and Swain Counties. Both Graham and Swain Counties rely on the funds
generated by taxing these floating homes. According to each respective tax office, Swain County
collected $12,735 and Graham County collected about $34,000 in annual taxes for the most recent tax
year. This figure does not include the sales tax collected on gas, groceries and other purchases made by
floating home owners and guests while they stay at the lake. In the larger scheme of things, these
numbers are not huge, but this loss without any supplemental alternatives will have a significant impact
on these counties. For example, Swain County is quite large but they have a very limited tax base as it is
also comprised of Forest Service land, the National Park, Fontana Lake and the Cherokee Indian
Reservation. The money generated by these floating homes, both directly and indirectly, goes into their
general funds and helps support our communities’ healthcare systems, education and infrastructure.

In order to justify why all these families must lose their floating homes, the TVA has cited that there
“may” be environmental issues, homes moored out of marina limits, and a fairness issue due to the
private use of a public resource.
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As a steward and frequent user of the lake, I care deeply about our environment. These homes not only
provide shelter for us lake goers, but they also provide rich habitats for the fish and other small
creatures. Frequently we see fishing boats surround our homes and as we have no claim to the lake and
everyone can enjoy the natural resources, we welcome them. In addition, my family also took the
initiative to replace all of our old Styrofoam with TVA compliant, environmentally friendly encased black
floats. We actually were not alone in this effort and this past winter several fellow homeowners also
replaced theirs (which is easier said than done) and all together invested around $100,000.00 in new
compliant flotation at the Alarka Boat Dock alone.

The greatest potential environmental concerns are water quality issues from the dumping of raw
sewage. Ironically, the TVA neither performed, nor included, a quantifiable water quality study in their
EIS. This concern however is easily dispelled. In 2006 an extensive water quality study (See Attachment
B) was performed on Fontana, following the implementation of an extensive grant funded waste
management program. While I am not a water quality scientist or an expert, it is my understanding that
this study provided quantifiable proof that the water quality was generally excellent and that the noted
issues were primarily coming from the rivers and tributaries feeding the lake. In fairness, one house was
found with higher than normal fecal coliform readings nearby, an issue that was never conclusively
confirmed as connected to that floating house or any other. As a loving and protective mother I would
never allow my children to swim in the lake if it was not safe. Swain and Graham Counties require
everyone to have a pump contract with their marinas and the waste is pumped out and properly
disposed of regularly. If in fact there are floating homes that are dumping raw sewage, then I would
want them off the lake, but it is an overreaction to punish everyone for potential and unsubstantiated
actions, especially since the waste issue was effectively dealt with ten years ago and marina operators
are diligent in mandating enforcement.

As for homes moored out of the marina limits, Ms. Rebecca Tolene, TVA’s VP of Natural Resources,
disclosed at the April 26, 2016 meeting of TVA’s Regional Resource Stewardship Council (RRSC) that TVA
estimates only 2% of the homes are actually moored outside of the marina limits. If that’s the case, then
that is only 37 homes out of 1,838. At Fontana, many homes “appear” to be out of the marina limits.
Due to lake conditions the marinas lease large amounts of shore line verses the marinas on Norris Lake,
which are located in more concentrated areas. In my opinion it would make the most sense to address
the very few that are not in compliance instead of requiring all homes to be removed.

The most recent concern raised by TVA officials and used as a justification for sunsetting our floating
homes involves the private use of a public resource. This concern implies that the ownership of floating
homes on a public lake is somehow a social concern of fairness that is driven by privilege or financial
means. In regard to private use of a public resource, most marinas on Fontana Lake hold leases with the
United States Forest Service, and in return sublease to the floating home owners like they do with all the
pre manufactured houseboats. We pay to rent spaces within the marina limits. We are not squatters,
nor do we claim to own our mooring locations, the water, or the land. To put it in perspective, Fontana
Lake is 10,227.2 acres and the six marinas (including those that do not have floating homes) constitute
997.1 acres, which is only 10% of the overall lake.
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Technically, everyone who uses the lake in any way is privately using a public resource. As such,
shouldn’t the TVA also then ban all boats, since not everyone can afford a boat? Shouldn’t TVA consider
boat usage as simply another perk for the “rich” or wealthy? One may argue you can rent a boat from a
marina, but you can also rent a floating home.

Now I am aware that not everyone can own a floating home, but is removing them the best solution?
We worked hard, saved our money, made sacrifices and bought our homes. Should we all lose them
because someone else didn’t get the exact same opportunities? We all know life isn’t fair and I
acknowledge there are much worse situations like fighting cancer or losing a child, but everyone in the
floating home community is just trying to live the American dream. If everything in this country was
regulated in an effort to balance the wealth and possessions of the population, then we’d find ourselves
in another one of those failed socialist or communist states that are counter to the principals on which
this nation was founded.

TVA frequently points to the motto that is inscribed on their historic dams – “Built for the People of the
United States”. They do so with the claim that they are sunsetting floating homes in the interest of the
people. This is despite the fact that many people of the United States want the floating homes to stay.
Prior to the May 5th meeting, my husband and I started an iPetition that received over 3,700 signatures
and over 900 comments (See Appendix C for an excerpt). Many were from people who were not even
floating homeowners. In addition to public support, we have received the support of our elected officials
including Congressman Meadows, as well as Senators Burr and Tillis. Seven Tennessee Members of
Congress also sent the TVA a joint letter in support of floating homes including: Chuck Fleischmann, John
Duncan, Diane Black, Stephan Fincher, Marsha Blackburn, Phil Roe and Scott DesJaris. The Eastern Band
of Cherokee Indians (See Appendix D) and the State Legislature of Tennessee (See Appendix E)
unanimously passed resolutions to oppose the removal of floating homes. On a more local level, the
North Carolina counties of Swain, Graham and Haywood and several counties in Tennessee have all
passed resolutions in support of keeping floating homes. The TVA board has chosen to ignore all of
these officials in spite of the fact they are voted in by the people to serve the interests of the people.

In conclusion, the recent actions of the TVA Board are a clear example of government overreach that
will have a negative impact on our local economies, small businesses and American families, including
my own. My family followed the rules, did the paperwork, paid the fees, and brought the homes up to
decent standards. Yet we too are being unfairly punished and are going to lose something we legally
had the right to own. Although the TVA is a government entity, I ask who is overseeing their actions and
who is holding them accountable? The TVA reservoirs are “Built for the People of the United States” and
as the Citizens served by that mission, we just want to continue to enjoy them as we have done for
decades.
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